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Let It Burn
Andi lives in New York and is dealing with the
emotional turmoil of her younger brother's accidental
death. Alex lives in Paris and is a companion to the
dauphin, the young son of Marie-Antoinette and Louis
XVI, during the violent days of the French Revolution.
When Andi is sent to Paris to get her out of the
trouble she's so easily enveloped by in New York,
their two stories collide, and Andi finds a way to
reconcile herself not only to her past but also to her
future. This is a heart-wrenchingly beautiful,
evocative portrait of lives torn apart by grief and
mended by love.
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An Object of Beauty
Before the tragic event that made him seek refuge in
a remote corner of Michigan's Upper Peninsula, Alex
McKnight was a Detroit police officer. It's a warm
summer night, and Alex is out riding the night shift
with his partner Franklin. There's no shortage of
trouble to be found on the dark streets of Motown. But
on this particular night, Franklin has his own agenda.
From Edgar Award-Winning Author Steve Hamilton,
Beneath the Book Tower is the first ever short story
featuring Alex McKnight, showing a different side of
the man readers have come to love.

God's Secretaries
“The classic trifecta of talent, heart, and a bone-deep
sense of storytelling….A masterful performance,
deftly rendered and deeply satisfying. For days on
end, I woke with this story on my mind.” — David
Wroblewski “A new Tom Franklin novel is always a
reason to get excited, but Crooked Letter, Crooked
Letter is more—a cause for celebration. What a great
novel by a great novelist.” —Dennis Lehane A
powerful and resonant novel from Tom
Franklin—critically acclaimed author of Smonk and
Hell at the Breech—Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter
tells the riveting story of two boyhood friends, torn
apart by circumstance, who are brought together
again by a terrible crime in a small Mississippi town.
An extraordinary novel that seamlessly blends
elements of crime and Southern literary fiction,
Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter is a must for readers
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of Larry Brown, Pete Dexter, Ron Rash, and Dennis
Lehane.

Beneath the Book Tower
Powerful account of the brutal slaying of a Kansas
family by two young ex-convicts.

Circling the Runway
"I really like his main character, Alex McKnight, and
I'm ready to revisit Paradise, Michigan."—James
Patterson New York Times Bestselling Author of Die a
Stranger Steve Hamilton's novels have won the
mystery world's most prestigious awards. Now, in
North of Nowhere, he returns to Michigan's Upper
Peninsula, where former Detroit cop Alex McKnight
has learned that wherever money goes, envy isn't far
behind. After a game of cards turns into a
professional heist, Alex McKnight finds himself lying
facedown on the floor with a gun to the back of his
head. When the dust settles, McKnight is one of the
police chief's lead suspects. Worse, one of the other
card players has the same idea, and he has no
qualms about exercising some vigilante justice of his
own. Now, Alex knows he is the only one who can
uncover the truth. But he's about to discover how
dark this conspiracy truly is—or how close to guilt he
actually stands. . . .

Night Work
Alex McKnight finds himself in over his head when he
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and his occasional partner, Leon Prudell, agree to help
Randy Wilkins, his old minor league teammate, find
Randy's old flame, a woman he had walked away
from nearly thirty years before. By the author of A
Cold Day in Paradise. Reprint.

The Hunting Wind
"Nick Mason is given a daunting new mission -- to find
witnesses under federal protection and kill them
before they can testify against his master Darius
Cole"--

The Cold Dish
In the eleventh Woods Cop Mystery, Conservation
Officer Grady Service is on unpaid suspension until
spring, but—stubborn as ever—continues to patrol the
Mosquito Wilderness, along with his complicated past.
Service is off-duty through July 4 following a season in
which Service and his unofficial partner (lifelong
poacher Limpy Allerdyce) cleaned up on deer-law
violators and poachers, closing more big cases in two
weeks than most officers solve in their careers. His
reward? He is summoned to Lansing, told he is on
unpaid suspension, his badge, firearms, and truck
taken. The rationale for the action is fuzzy, a
questioning of his using a lifelong lawbreaker as
partner. For the first time, Service has no duties and
feels like he has been beached unfairly. But
voluntarily on patrol, he begins to sense political
shenanigans –an old foe lurking somewhere in the
shadows. He could retire, but decides to fight, and
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enlists help from Allerdyce and fellow game warden
and Vietnam Veteran Luticious Treebone. Clues
accumulate: It seems someone wants to illegally
commercialize the Mosquito. Grady realizes if he
doesn’t stop it, the wilderness will be destroyed. The
tight story unfolds like a poker game, with one side
bluffing and raising, while the other side keeps calling
and keeping the game on until there is a final
showdown.

A Stolen Season
The brilliant new thriller from the author of the EDGAR
AWARD-winning THE LOCK ARTIST. Half a lifetime
ago, Alex McKnight was a young cop in Detroit. Now
he's an occasional private eye up in Paradise,
Michigan, and trying hard to put the past behind him.
Then he gets the call that every cop dreads: a killer
he helped put behind bars is getting released, and he
might just have payback on his mind. Suddenly the
years fall away, and in his mind Alex is back in that
hot summer in Detroit, hunting the brutal murderer of
a young woman. The problem is, something about the
case no longer makes sense, and Alex feels
compelled to retrace the steps that led to the arrest
and conviction of Darryl King. But it's not just the case
that looks different: returning to Detroit, Alex finds a
city that is almost unrecognizable from the one he
left, a city that is quite literally dying on its feet,
where crime and decay hold sway, and law and order
are in retreat. And as Alex searches for the truth
among the shadows of the past, he discovers a story
more shocking than the one he thought he knew and
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a danger more threatening than an ex-con looking for
revenge.

North of Nowhere
Working on a crime-scene clean-up crew, disaffected
slacker Web Goodhue meets the daughter of a Malibu
suicide victim who enlists his help in getting her
brother out of trouble, a task that soon finds him in
over his head, the target of some gun-toting L.A.
cowboys who are out for blood. Reprint.

Bad Optics
"I was the Miracle Boy, once upon a time. Later on,
the Milford Mute. The Golden Boy. The Young Ghost.
The Kid. The Boxman. The Lock Artist. That was all
me. But you can call me Mike." Marked by tragedy,
traumatized at the age of eight, Michael, now
eighteen, is no ordinary young man. Besides not
uttering a single word in ten years, he discovers the
one thing he can somehow do better than anyone
else. Whether it's a locked door without a key, a
padlock with no combination, or even an eighthundred pound safe he can open them all. It's an
unforgivable talent. A talent that will make young
Michael a hot commodity with the wrong people and,
whether he likes it or not, push him ever close to a life
of crime. Until he finally sees his chance to escape,
and with one desperate gamble risks everything to
come back home to the only person he ever loved,
and to unlock the secret that has kept him silent for
so long. Steve Hamilton steps away from his Edgar
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Award-winning Alex McKnight series to introduce a
unique new character, unlike anyone you've ever
seen in the world of crime fiction. The Lock Artist is
the winner of the 2011 Edgar Award for Best Novel.

Winter of the Wolf Moon
Nick Mason is out of prison. After five years inside, he
has just been given the one thing a man facing 25-tolife never gets, a second chance. But it comes at a
terrible price. Nick Mason is out of prison, but he's not
free. Whenever his cell phone rings, day or night, he
must answer it and follow whatever order he is given.
It's the deal he made with Darius Cole, a criminal
kingpin serving a double-life term who still runs an
empire from his prison cell. Forced to commit
increasingly more dangerous crimes, hunted by the
relentless detective who put him behind bars, and
desperate to go straight and rebuild his life with his
daughter and ex-wife, Nick will ultimately have to risk
everything--his family, his sanity, and even his life--to
finally break free.

The American Thriller
A network of complex currents flowed across
Jacobean England. This was the England of
Shakespeare, Jonson, and Bacon; the era of the
Gunpowder Plot and the worst outbreak of the plague.
Jacobean England was both more godly and less godly
than the country had ever been, and the entire
culture was drawn taut between these polarities. This
was the world that created the King James Bible. It is
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the greatest work of English prose ever written, and it
is no coincidence that the translation was made at the
moment "Englishness," specifically the English
language itself, had come into its first passionate
maturity. The English of Jacobean England has a more
encompassing idea of its own scope than any form of
the language before or since. It drips with potency
and sensitivity. The age, with all its conflicts, explains
the book. This P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages
of insights into the book, including author interviews,
recommended reading, and more.

Dead Man Running
Becoming increasingly disillusioned with his violent
career and his on-again, off-again relationship with
Livia, Inspector Salvo Montalbano investigates the
shooting death of a young woman whose tattoo links
her to the underworld sex trade. Original.

Exit Strategy
Prize-winning crime author Steve Hamilton's hugely
commercial mainstream breakout tells the
extraordinary story of a safe-cracker trying to unlock
the key to his past. Michael hit the headlines once
before, a seven-year-old kid the papers called The
Miracle Boy on account of how he survived the
terrible incident that took his parents. But although
his escape was miraculous, it left him unable to
speak. Taunted as a freak, school becomes a fresh
nightmare, until Michael discovers he has a special
talent that makes people sit up and take notice: he
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can open locks. But a teenage prank, breaking into
the house of a rival school's quarterback, lands him in
hot water, and despite his best intentions, Michael
soon finds himself on a downward slope that ends
with expert instruction on how to open safes. And
unless he agrees to put his newfound skills to use, the
mob are going to kill the father of the girl he now
loves. So begins an extraordinary life of crime - at
once terrifying and exhilarating - while all the while,
Michael plots how to turn the tables on his employer,
win back Amelia, and find the key to unlocking his
traumatic childhood memories.

Heathers the Musical
What is the American thriller? Has it developed over
time? What was it like in the past? This is a book
about thrillers and gaining knowledge of what
American thrillers were like in a specific period - the
1970s. Analysing seventies texts about crime, police,
detectives, corruption, paranoia and revenge, The
American Thriller aims to open debates on genre in
the light of audience theory, literary history and the
place of popular fiction at the moment of its
production.

An Honorable Assassin
In Gerald A. Browne’s spellbinding New York Times
bestseller, a man bent on vengeance infiltrates a
cabal of blue-blooded bankers that have taken over
the Mafia In a quiet suburb of New York City, a
mansion on a gated estate houses one of the most
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powerful crime syndicates in the United States—an
elite Mafia whose dons belong to the finest families
that the WASP establishment has to offer. Millions of
dollars flow in and out of 19 Purchase Street, toted by
bagmen who gladly risk everything to share in the
syndicate’s profits. Nothing disrupts operations—until
a courier gets a dangerous idea. To avenge a loved
one’s death, Drew Gainer joins the money-laundering
scheme, plotting a billion-dollar heist with the help of
a beautiful, daring woman and pitting himself against
a ruthless opponent. From New York to Paris to
Zurich, Gainer risks his life to become the winner who
takes all. But who is really conning whom?

Blood is the Sky
On the afternoon of July 30, 1975, former Teamsters
president Jimmy Hoffa left the parking lot of the
Machus Red Fox Restaurant in Bloomfield Hills,
Michigan, never to be seen again. Over two hundred
FBI agents have been working the case in the fortyfour years since that day—digging up end zones,
driveways, hay fields, and horse farms—and yet
Hoffa’s body has never been found. In this story by
two-time Edgar Award–winning, New York Times
bestselling author Steve Hamilton, Alex
McKnight—the former Detroit cop and protagonist of
eleven critically acclaimed novels that have sold over
a million copies—is sitting at the rail in the Glasgow
Inn when a local old-timer tells him an unusual story.
It’s the kind of small-town mystery that won’t let Alex
sleep at night, but when he goes hunting for answers,
he stumbles upon the biggest surprise of his life. FortyPage 10/25
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four years later, the disappearance of James Riddle
Hoffa is still the most notorious open case in American
crime history And Alex McKnight is about to solve it.

The Bounty
One is too many. A thousand is never enough.'
'Andrea arrived in rehab at the same time as me. We
were in admissions together. I can't remember how
many times she'd tried to get clean, but it was my
eleventh institution and I was dying. For two days I
listened to her withdrawal in a room just down the
passage from mine. The screaming, the swearing, the
crying - and the hideous, desperate ka-klung! of the
bars on the side of the bed as she wrestled with the
restraints that kept her tied to it. I don't know what
damage they thought she could have done really.
Andrea had had all the tips of her fingers amputated.
She'd got gangrene from shooting up under her nails
too many times ' At the age of fifteen I already had a
criminal record, busted by the drug squad for
possession of an illegal substance. You'd think I'd
have learnt a lesson, wouldn't you, but I'm still
learning, even though I'm clean of street drugs now well, just for today - and have a lot of clean time
behind me. The hardest lesson of all for an addict is
that the nightmare is never over and the powerful
seduction of just one more high never ever goes
away. The story in these pages is not a comfortable
one. It doesn't have an ending and I'm not even sure
if it has a true beginning. Some of the time it may
read like a bad dream. It isn't. It's my life you're
holding in your hands. Don't let it be yours.
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Misery Bay
Desperate and alone, game warden Mike Bowditch
strikes up an uneasy alliance with a retired warden
pilot, and together the two men journey deep into the
Maine wilderness in search of a runaway
fugitive--Mike's father. But the only way for Mike to
save his father is to find the real killer--which could
mean putting everyone he loves in the line of fire.

Die a Stranger
Edgar Award–winner Steve Hamilton takes his
acclaimed series to new heights in A Stolen Season. If
you thought you knew Alex McKnight and how far he'll
go for the people he cares about . . . think again. On a
freezing night in Michigan's Upper Peninsula, a night
that wouldn't feel so unusual if it weren't the Fourth of
July, a boat plows full speed into a line of old railroad
pilings in the shallow water of Waishkey Bay. After
Alex helps rescue the passengers, he figures he'll
never see them again. He couldn't be more wrong.
The men he saved are connected to a deadly drugsmuggling syndicate and it's up to Alex to do damage
control—and protect the woman he loves—before the
cycle of violence comes around full circle.

Revolution
Special agents Nicholas Drummond and Michaela
Caine take on a criminal mastermind in the next
captivating thriller in the New York Times bestselling
A Brit in the FBI series. “Coulter and Ellison smoothly
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mix contemporary political issues with eerie historical
legend in this fast-paced” (Publishers Weekly) thriller.
The mystery: shocking. When several major political
figures die mysteriously, officials blame their deaths
on natural causes. However, when a small drone is
spotted at the scene of the most recent death, it
quickly becomes clear to FBI agents Nicholas and
Michaela that there’s more to this mystery than
meets the eye. The key: indecipherable. Dr. Isabella
Marin is a language expert, and she’s dedicated her
entire life to researching an ancient text that has long
been considered indecipherable…that is, until now.
When it becomes clear that there’s an alarming
pattern between the text and the recent deaths, she
teams up with the FBI to find the link. It’s clear that
the manuscript is the key to catching the killer. But
how? The case: nearly impossible. When Nicholas and
Michaela uncover plans for a devastating attack on
London, they must race against the clock to stop the
killer before it’s too late. Not only are they in danger
of losing the manuscript—an object of extreme
value—but they’re also at risk of losing more innocent
lives: including their own. With their signature heartpounding tension and suspense, Catherine Coulter
and J.T. Ellison's The Sixth Day is “another amazing
entry in this ongoing series” (Associated Press).

The Mystic Arts of Erasing All Signs of
Death
Introducing Wyoming's Sheriff Walt Longmire in this
riveting novel from the New York Times bestselling
author of Hell Is Empty and As the Crow Flies, the first
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in the Longmire Mystery Series, the basis for
LONGMIRE, the hit Netflix original drama series. Fans
of Ace Atkins, Nevada Barr and Robert B. Parker will
love this outstanding first novel, in which New York
Times bestselling author Craig Johnson introduces
Sheriff Walt Longmire of Wyoming's Absaroka County.
Johnson draws on his deep attachment to the
American West to produce a literary mystery of
stunning authenticity, and full of memorable
characters. After twenty-five years as sheriff of
Absaroka County, Walt Longmire's hopes of finishing
out his tenure in peace are dashed when Cody
Pritchard is found dead near the Northern Cheyenne
Reservation. Two years earlier, Cody has been one of
four high school boys given suspended sentences for
raping a local Cheyenne girl. Somebody, it would
seem, is seeking vengeance, and Longmire might be
the only thing standing between the three remaining
boys and a Sharps .45-70 rifle. With lifelong friend
Henry Standing Bear, Deputy Victoria Moretti, and a
cast of characters both tragic and humorous enough
to fill in the vast emptiness of the high plains, Walt
Longmire attempts to see that revenge, a dish best
served cold, is never served at all.

Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter
Based on the classic 1989 film, Westerberg High is
ruled by a shoulder-padded, scrunchie-wearing junta:
Heather, Heather and Heather, the hottest and
cruelest girls in all of Ohio. But misfit Veronica Sawyer
rejects their evil regime for a new boyfriend, the dark
and sexy stranger J.D., who plans to put the Heathers
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in their place - six feet under.

The Wings of the Sphinx
I Want My Life Back
Private Investigator Jacob Diamond and San Francisco
Detective Sergeant Roxton Johnson are famous for
not getting along. Cats and dogs. Oil and water. Liston
and Ali. Jake and Rocky. When an assistant district
attorney is murdered in his high-rise apartment
building, and Johnson suspects his lieutenant may
have something to do with it, he can think of no one
else to turn to for help-no one he can trust-except
Jake Diamond. If the mismatched duo can avoid
stepping on each other's toes long enough-they may
be able to stop circling the runway and land on the
villain's doorstep. Lieutenant Laura Lopez, Detective
Ray Boyle, Joey Clams, Vinnie Strings and Darlene
Roman are all back in the first new Jake Diamond
escapade since Counting to Infinity. "Jake Diamond is
back and it feels like the return of an old friend. One
of my all-time favorite PI series-Circling the Runway is
the best yet." -Steve Hamilton, Edgar Award-winning
author The Lock Artist "Think it is impossible to find a
new take on the wise-cracking San Francisco PI? Meet
Jake Diamond and think again. Jake and his crew-both
the good guys and the bad guys-are sharp and smart,
convincing and complex." -SJ Rozan, Edgar Awardwinning author (as Sam Cabot) of Skin of the Wolf "J.L.
Abramo's Circling the Runway offers the swagger and
strut of Raymond Chandler, the skintight plotting of
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James M. Cain and smart-ass one-line humor
smacking of Mickey Spillane. " -Jack Getze, author of
Big Money and Big Mojo "In Circling the Runway, J.L.
Abramo is shooting at us again-and he's doing it from
every shadow and hidden doorway, from every
window and passing car. And damned if every bullet
doesn't hit its mark perfectly. " -Trey Barker, author of
Death is Not Forever and Exit Blood "J.L. Abramo's
Circling the Runway takes up where Black Mask boys
like Hammett, Gardner, and Carroll John Daly left off.
It's loaded with tough guys and hard-boiled actionemphasis on the hard." -David Housewright, Edgar
Award-winning author of Unidentified Woman #15
"Jake Diamond returns after a ten-year hiatus, and his
reappearance is well worth the wait. Abramo offers
yet another smart, funny and action packed
installment to his award-winning series with Circling
the Runway." -The Denver Review

American Subversive
When first published, A Cold Day in Paradise won both
the Edgar and Shamus awards for Best First Novel,
launching Steve Hamilton into the top ranks of today's
crime writers. Now, see for yourself why this
extraordinary novel has galvanized the literary and
mystery community as no other book before it. Other
than the bullet lodged near his heart, former Detroit
cop Alex McKnight thought he had put the nightmare
of his partner's death and his own near-fatal injury
behind him. After all, the man convicted of the crimes
has been locked away for years. But in the small town
of Paradise, Michigan, where McKnight has traded his
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badge for a cabin in the woods, a murderer with the
same unmistakable trademarks appears to be back.
McKnight can't understand who else would know the
intimate details of the old murders. And it seems like
it'll be a frozen day in Hell before McKnight can
unravel truth from deception in a town that's anything
but Paradise.

In Cold Blood
Before Blood is the Sky, the Alex McKnight series had
already hit bestseller lists and won awards, but this
novel took it to a whole new level. Set in the forests of
northern Ontario, a land of savage beauty and sudden
danger, Blood Is the Sky shows why Steve Hamilton is
one of the most acclaimed crime novelists writing
today. Alex McKnight isn't a man with many friends,
but the few he has know they're never alone in a fix.
So when Vinnie LeBlanc asks for his help in taking a
trip deep into Canada in search of his missing brother,
he knows he can count on Alex. His brother had taken
a job as a hunting guide for a rough crew of Detroit
"businessmen." The group was due back days ago,
yet there's been no sign of them, and there's
mounting evidence of something odd about their
disappearing act. The trackless forests of northern
Ontario keep many secrets, but none more shocking
than the one that Alex is about to uncover. And the
more closely Alex looks for answers, the more
questions there become.

19 Purchase Street
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Award-winning author Hamilton returns with a
captivating new thriller about ayoung man with the
talent to become the perfect criminal--whether he
likes itor not.

The Boy Who Couldn't Sleep and Never
Had To
New York Times Bestselling Author of Die a Stranger
Edgar Award–winner Steve Hamilton introduced one
of the most compelling characters in modern fiction
with Alex McKnight. In Ice Run, Alex finds himself in
the middle of a very strange mystery with much
greater consequences than he ever anticipated. . . .
Alex McKnight is happier than he can remember being
in a long time. And it's all because of a
woman—Natalie Reynaud, a Canadian police officer.
When they take a romantic weekend together at an
old luxury hotel, however, they receive an
unexpected message—someone has left a hat filled
with snow, and a note that reads, "I know who you
are." As Alex searches for an explanation, he must
face up against a terrible Reynaud family secret, a
secret that to this day still drives men to kill.

Henri's Hats
Lacey Yeager is young, captivating, and ambitious
enough to take the NYC art world by storm. Groomed
at Sotheby's and hungry to keep climbing the social
and career ladders put before her, Lacey charms men
and women, old and young, rich and even richer with
her magnetic charisma and liveliness. Her ascension
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to the highest tiers of the city parallel the soaring
heights--and, at times, the dark lows--of the art world
and the country from the late 1990s through today.

The Lock Artist
Alex McKnight--hero of Steve Hamilton's bestselling,
award-winning, and beloved private eye series--is
back in a high-stakes, nail-biting thriller, facing the
most dangerous enemy he's ever encountered. On
the Mediterranean Sea, a vacationer logs on to the
security-camera feed from his home in Scottsdale,
Arizona. Something about his living room seems not
quite right--the room is bright, when he's certain he'd
left the curtains closed. Rewinding through the feed,
he sees an intruder. When he shifts to the bedroom
camera, he sees the dead body. Martin T. Livermore is
the key suspect in the abduction and murder of at
least five women, but he's never been this sloppy
before. When the FBI finally catches him in
Scottsdale, he declares he'll only talk to one person: a
retired police officer from Detroit, now a private
investigator living in the tiny town of Paradise,
Michigan. A man named Alex McKnight. Livermore
means nothing to McKnight, but it soon becomes clear
McKnight means something to Livermoreand that
Livermore's capture was only the beginning of an
elaborate, twisted plot with McKnight at the center. In
a hunt that will take him across the country and to the
edge of his limits, McKnight fights to stop a vicious
killer before he can exact his ultimate revenge. And
his grand finale will cut closer to home than he ever
could have imagined.
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The Lock Artist
Steve Hamilton's novels starring ex-cop and
sometime-P.I. Alex McKnight have won multiple
awards and appeared on bestseller lists nationwide.
And when you start reading Winter of the Wolf Moon,
you will instantly understand why. . . When a young
woman from the Ojibwa tribe asks McKnight for
shelter from her violent boyfriend, McKnight agrees.
But after letting her stay in one of his cabins, he finds
her gone the next morning. His search for her brings
on a host of suspects, bruising encounters, and a
thickening web of crime, all obscured by the
relentless whiplash of brutal snowstorms. From the
secret world of the Ojibwa reservation to the
Canadian border and deep into the silent woods,
someone is out to kill—and McKnight is heading right
into the line of fire.

The Sixth Day
On the train ride to visit his grandpa, or Papa, Henri is
only interested in his game. But then George the dog
steals Henri's hat upon arrival, so Henri makes chase
and finds himself in front of a trunk full of hats. Henri
tries on each hat . . . and imagines himself a race car
driver, a sea captain, a flying ace, and more! Papa
finally catches up to Henri and George, and that's
when Henri hears Papa's stories, real stories, about
racing, sailing, flying, and more! As Henri heads
home, he looks up at the stars and begins to dream . .
. of being just like Papa.
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The Second Life of Nick Mason
In this pulse-pounding entry in the New York Timesbestselling series, Nick Mason has become a deadly
asset for a new master, the head of an organization
far larger than he ever could have imagined. Nick
Mason was released from federal prison to begin a
second life as an unwilling assassin, serving a major
Chicago crime lord until the day he finally won his
freedom. But that freedom was a lie. Now Mason finds
himself on a plane to Jakarta, his life controlled by a
vast shadow organization that can cross any
international border. He leaves behind everyone he's
ever loved, everything he's ever known Except for
one thing: The job. When his phone rings, day or
night, he has to answer it, and do whatever he's told.
Mason is an exile, forced to live out a nightmare on
the other side of the world - and the only way home is
to keep killing. This time his target is Hashim Baya,
known to his followers as the Crocodile. A phantom
money man who finances countless bloody terrorist
attacks across the globe, Baya is the most dangerous
criminal Mason has ever faced. But Mason's not the
only one hunting him. For Martin Sauvage, a tough-asnails Interpol agent, apprehending Baya has become
a personal vendetta. Sauvage wants Baya in prison.
Mason's only chance at survival is to put him in a
body bag. Assassin and cop are on a collision course
leading to a brutal showdown. . . . and to the most
shocking revelation of all.

Ice Run
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The New York Times Bestseller Late one night, a plane
lands on a deserted airstrip. Five dead bodies are
found there the next morning. And now Vinnie
LeBlanc is missing. Vinnie is a member of the Ojibwa
Indian tribe and he just might be Alex McKnight's best
friend. So Alex can't help but be worried when he
disappears. There's a deadly crime war creeping into
Michigan's Upper Peninsula, and Alex never would
have thought that his friend could be involved. But
after an unexpected stranger arrives in town, Alex will
soon find out that the stakes are higher than he ever
could have imagined. The latest in Steve Hamilton's
Edgar Award–winning series, Die a Stranger just might
be his boldest book yet.

The Lock Artist
On a frozen January night, a young man hangs himself
in a lonely corner of the Upper Peninsula, in a place
they call Misery Bay. Alex McKnight does not know
this young man, and he won't even hear about the
suicide until two months later, when the last person
Alex would ever expect comes to him for help. What
seems like a simple quest to find a few answers will
turn into a nightmare of sudden violence and bloody
revenge, and a race against time to catch a ruthless
and methodical killer. McKnight knows all about evil.
Mobsters, drug dealers, hit men—he's seen them all,
and they've taken away almost everything he's ever
loved. But none of them could have ever prepared
him for the darkness he's about to face. A New York
Times bestseller, Michigan Notable Book, and Boston
Globe Best Crime Book of the Year, Steve Hamilton's
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Misery Bay marks the return of one of crime fiction's
most critically acclaimed series.

Riddle Island
New York juvenile probation officer Joe Trumbull
matches wits with a deadly unknown adversary
responsible for the deaths of his fiancee and other
women with whom he has been involved, as he takes
on an enemy intent on destroying him.

A Cold Day in Paradise
A small bomb goes off in a Manhattan office tower.
Four days later, with no arrests and a city still on
edge, Aidan Cole, a failed journalist-turned-blogger,
opens an anonymous email to find a photograph of a
young American woman. There is a chilling message:
"This is Paige Roderick. She's the one responsible…."
His reporter's curiosity suddenly piqued, Aidan begins
an unlikely journey into the dark soul of America - a
story stretching from environmental radicals in the
Smoky Mountains to a bomb factory in Vermont, from
a wealthy enclave on Fishers Island to a safe house on
the Lower East Side. An ominous play on recent U.S.
history, AMERICAN SUBVERSIVE explores the
connection between our collective apathy and the
roots of insurrection. Paige and Aidan are two
Americans who, like many of us, are grasping for a
foothold in a culture-and a country-that's crumbling
around them. Beautifully written and relentlessly
suspenseful, AMERICAN SUBVERSIVE is a cautionary
tale with a culturally adroit, hyper-realistic, and
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bitingly humorous voice.

The Poacher's Son
A wildly original and hilarious debut novel about the
typical high school experience: the homework, the
awkwardness, and the mutant creatures from another
galaxy. When Darren Bennett meets Eric Lederer,
there's an instant connection. They share a love of
drawing, the bottom rung on the cruel high school
social ladder and a pathological fear of girls. Then Eric
reveals a secret: He doesn’t sleep. Ever. When word
leaks out about Eric's condition, he and Darren find
themselves on the run. Is it the government trying to
tap into Eric’s mind, or something far darker? It could
be that not sleeping is only part of what Eric's capable
of, and the truth is both better and worse than they
could ever imagine. From the Trade Paperback
edition.
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